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ABSTRACT

Two toxin-producing bacteria, Staphylococcae spp. and Salmone//a enteritidis,
affect man and other animals. Staphylococci produce enterotoxin of the '9" type
(SEB) that is responsible for food poisoning. S. enteritidis produces a lipopoly-
saccharide (LPS) that is both pyrogenic and toxic for humans. SEB and LPS
together act as synergists in mice. Neither toxin, separately, is markedly lethal.
Injected in sequence, they cause substantial lethality.

Twenty-one experiments were conducted at 27,000 ft. simulated altitude with
varying gaseous environments and temporal sequences of SEB- and LPS injections
in mice. These studies established that hypobaric environments decreased the
susceptibility of mice to the lethal effects of the SEB-LPS combination when the
animals remained at altitude. This was true whether the mice were acclimatized
or not and regardless of the gaseous composition. Greatest resistance or least
susceptibility to toxins was demonstrated at 27,000 ft. simulated altitude with 50%
0, - 50% N2 .

It is recognized that this decrease in susceptibility may be mediated by increased
levels of adrenal activity associated with the stress. In this regard, those environ-
ments that were most stressing favored mouse survival. Additional experiments,
however, involving injection of hydrocortisone or corticosterone did not decrease
susceptibility. As an explanation of the results, there remains the possibility that
alterations in the oxygen tensions at the cellular level due to the gaseous environ-
ments may also favor a biochemical or metabolic environment that is more protective
than ground conditions.
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EFFECT OF KYPOBARIC ENVIRONNENTS ON THE SUSCEPTBILITY OF MICE
TO BACTERIAL TOXINS

I. INTRODUCTION is valid. However, since SE and LPS, separate-

ly, do affect humans, the experiments under-

Bacterial products may directly influence taken provide considerations for anticipating
homeoitatic balance and indirectly affect the untoward conditions in human subjects ex-
ability of man to perform optimally in demand- posed to hypobarism and altered gas environ-
ing aerospace tasks. For example, certain ments.

bacteria produce staphylococcal enterotoxin
(SE). This toxin is responsible in man for II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
incidents of food poisoning with typical signs Toxins
of nausea, violent repeated emesis, and
diarrhea (1). The SE was a lyophilized extract predom-

Many gram-negative bacteria produce an- inantly of the "B" type enterotoxin, generally

other toxin, lipopolysaccharide endotoxin referred to as SEB (4). Appropriate amounts

(LPS), that is both pyrogenic and toxic in were solubilized in phosphate-buffered saline
humans (2). (PBS, pH 6.8 to 7.0) and stored at -- 20' C. in

sealed ampules containing 500 pg.iml. or 100

When, or if, certain concentrations of SE pg./ml. Several concentrations of the SEB

and LPS appear in mice, the toxins exert their were separately titrated by intraperitoneal in-

effects by a synergistic action (3). For ex- jections into mice followed by either of two
LPS levels to arrive at the optimum combina-ample, mice show no visible effect from an tinfrsuygiceadoreraedp-

intraperitoneal injection of SE (200 .g.)-a tion for studying increased or decreased per-

dosage that is at least ten times greater than cent mortality. The optimum combination was

the emetic dose for man. Furthermore, LPS 12 .g./0.1 ml. of SEB followed 4 hours later

injections (150 .g.) into mice cause only tran- by 150 .g./0.1 ml. of LPS. These were the

sient incapacitation, but an SE injection fol- concentrations used throughout the study.

lowed 4 hours later by LPS is a lethal LPS was a commercially prepared productcombination. P waacomrilypeadpout
extracted and lyophilized from the gram-nega-
tive organism, Salmonella enteritidis. One con-

It is possible that effective concentrations centration, 1alml, was p ae by

of these toxins could occur in men under centration, 1.5 ag. 'ml., was prepared by

simulated or actual hypobaric environments. for the secon intrapertoed injetion.

For this reason, it is pertinent to determine

whether such conditions precipitate, enhance, Animals and housing
or attenuate their effects. Using lethality in
mice as the criterion in a model system does The Swiss-Webster strain of mice was used
not necessarily imply that extrapolation to man for all experiments. Males, weighing 20 to
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35 gin., were housed in groups of 5 in plastic variance procedure, an arc sine Vp-transformed
mouse cages (28 cm. x 18 cm. x 13 cm.) with variable was obtained (6). This transformed
perforated metal lids and a pellet trough. Food variable has a theoretical constant variance for
and water were provided ad libitum. The saw- all p values-a requirement for the analysis
dust bedding was changed weekly. Most ex- of variance procedure. It should be emphasized
periments had two groups of 20 animals for that the results from the different observation
each of the toxin or exposure conditions. These times are not independently graphed in the
two groups were considered as duplicate ex- figures. For example, 3 deaths at the 25-hour
periments conducted during the same chamber sampling time were added to 2 more at the
exposure to validate the reproducibility of the 44-hour time to plot a mortality of 5 at the
results for any one set of conditions under latter reading. Except when otherwise in-
investigation. dicated, two groups of 20 mice each were used

for each treatment. These groups comprised
Hypobaric conditions duplicate experiments exposed simultaneously.

Considering all duplicates, the average dif-
Decreased barometric pressure equivalent ference in deaths at the 50-hour reading time

to approximately 27,000 ft. (258 mm. Hg) was 1.3 mice. The variability between duplicate
simulated altitude was imposed on groups of groups at each treatment provided the error
mice as shown in table I. The simulated flight term for testing among treatments. For pur-
profile was achieved by ascending 3,000 ft./ poses of graphing in figures 1 to 6, the ap-
min. up to 8,000 ft., holding for 5 minutes; then propriate duplicate experiments of two groups
ascending in steps of 2,000 ft./min. and hold- of 20 each were combined.
ing for 5 minutes at each step. Chamber tem-
perature was maintained at approximately The hypotheses for these experiments were
210 C. based upon certain questions regarding the

effects ok hypobaric conditions, and the experi-
Injection times and mortality counts ments were designed to answer these questions.

All injections were given intraperitoneally. Obviously, every possible combination of the
The initial injection, SEB or sterile saline, was 21 experiments might be considered. This
given between 8:00 and 9:00 a.m. to minimize would be extremely complex and, in some in-
circadian variability (5). The second injection, stances, not pertinent. For this reason, each
LPS or sterile saline, was always given between question is considered and the appropriate re-
1:00 and 2:00 p.m. In order to compare sults indicated below.
mortality rate as well as total mortality among
the various conditions, mortality census was Question 1. Does the length of stay at altitude

taken at 20, 25, 44, and 50 hours after the (veclimatization) at 100% oxygen before ex-

second injection. These counts were always posure. to SEB and LPS affect total deaths up

made, in appropriate cases, at the simulated to 50 hours postinjection?
flight conditions. Figure 1 compares experiments in which

the animals were returned to ground level after
acclimatization to altitude for either 48 hours

The data indicating deaths at each sampling (exp. 1) or 7 days (exp. 14) at 100% oxygen.
time (e.g., 20, 25, 44, and 50 hours after last The toxins were injected at ground level after
injection) were analyzed separately. The altitude. As indicated, statistical significance
variable analyzed was the proportion (p) of was obtained at the 44-hour reading time, in-
total deaths that occurred for each group for "-" dicating a decrease in deaths when mice were
the particular time. The distribution of the acclimatized for 7 days.
p values is binomial in form where the variance
is dependent upon the value of p. In order to Also in figure 1, a significant retardation
analyze these data using an analysis of in deaths was observed (P < .05) at 25 hours
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EXP I I INJECTED IMMED AT
EXP %14 GL. REMAINED AT C.L.
EXP 4 INJECTED AT G.L.

REMAINED AT G.L.
EXP 13' INJECTED AT ALT.

40, EXP 12
E0 P D J 151REMAINED AT ALT. - 48,HR. ACCL. ( E.XR 1)

35 - 7 DAYS ACCL. (EXP.14)

30 / /oGROUND CONTROL I EXP 4)

In x27 DAYS ACCL.,(E) 13)

4X

- 0 MROH. ACCL.(EXP 12)
U48 HR. ACCL.ASEXP 15)

R15-

10-

- SS 55.05

20 25 44 50
HOURS AFTER LAST INJECTION

FIGURE 1

Number of deaths vs. hours after LPS injection for mice ezposed to SEB and
LPS toxins plus simulated altitude of 27,000 ft. at 100% 02. SS means atatieti-
caly &i4nificant at the probability levels shown. See also table /.

for animals acclimatized to altitude for 48 than the mortality curve for the ground con-
hours (exp. 15) compared to those receiving trols (exp. 4). The animals in experiment 12
no acclimatization (exp. 12) or 7-day acclimati- were injected immediately upon attaining alti-
zation (exp. 13). In these experiments the tude and did not show significant retardation
animals were injected with toxins at the in mortality compared to acclimatized mice.
simulated altitude following the stated ac-
climatization period. Table II is provided to indicate at what

reading times statistical significance in mor-Question 2. Does exposure to 100% oxygen at tality was found for both questions 1 and 2.
a simulated altitude of 27,000 ft. alter the
susceptibility of micso to the SEB-LPS com-
bination? Question 3. Does exposure to altitude at 70%

oxygen-409% nitrogen, with or without ac-
This question concerns all possible compari- climatization, affect the susceptibility of mice

sons of experiments shown in figure 1. Base- to SEB and LPS given in sequence?
line for such comparisons was the curve for
those animals that were injected at ground Figure 2 shows curves comparing the
level and that remained at ground level ground controls (exp. 4) with acclimatized
(exp. 4). Figure 1 shows that the mortality (exp. 10) and unacclimatized (exp. 19) animals
curves for animals remaining at altitude, along with the probability levels for the results
whether acclimatized (exps. 13 and 15) or not at the 20-hour and 25-hour readings. In these
acclimatized (exp. 12), were uniformly lower comparisons, significance was reached at only
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TABLE II

Probability levels for mice mortality from SEB-LPS injections based on
duration of acclimatization to altitude

Duration of Reading time (hra.)
Experiment acclimatization 20 25 50

12 0 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.05

15 48 hr. <.01 <.01 <.01 <.05

13 7 days <.01 <.01 <.05 NS

1 48 hr. NS NS <.01 <.05

14 7 days NS NS NS NS

E•periments were conducted at 27.000 ft. simulated altitude, 100% oxygen. Experimental groups
were injected with SEB followed 4 hours later by LPS. Probabilities are based on baseline for
experiment 4.

NS = Not statistically significant.

40-

EXP 4 INJECTED AT G.L.
REMAINED AT G.L.

EXP JOlINJECTED AT ALT.

EXP 19J REMAI NED AT ALT. CONTROL(.XP 4)

48e HR. AOL.(EXP 10)

S25-O HR. ACCL (EXP 19)

15. SS<01

10- S<.OI l
5-

,/--',-...

0 "L I I
0 20 25 44 50

HOURS AFTER LAST INJECTION

FIGURE 2

Number of death# vs. hours after LPS injection for mice exposed to SEB
and LPS toxins plus simulated altitude of £7,000 ft. at 70% 02-400% N2. SS
means statistically significant at the probability levels shown.

2 of the 4 reading times; whereas comparisons Question 4. Does the gas composition influence
of ground controls and similar altitude ex- the SEB-LPS effect on mice that were ac-
posures at 100% oxygen showed significance climatized for 48 hours and remained at
was achieved at 4 out of 4 reading times. With altitude?
either atmosphere (100% oxygen, or 70%
oxygen-30% nitrogen), retardation of death The number of mice that died at three
was evident compared to ground-level animals. atmospheric mixtures are shown in figure 8.



EXP 4 1,VIN ATIGL

PXP 10 INECiTED AT ALT.

EXP 15 REkWAINP0 AT ALT . 1UI C0WIOIP4I

25- 4- HRAO' (2(4 .LIE*?%%

40 M. AOLER15 0%0

3•1, / -7
10/ 46 MR. ACCL.IUR-) WUOa 0%i%

2025 44 so
HOURS AFTER LAST INJECTON

FIGURE 3

Number of death* vs. hours after LPS injection for mice exposed to SEa and
LPS toxis plus simulated altitude of 27,000 ft. at three different atmospheres.
See albo table III.

TABLE III

Probability levels for mice mortality from SEB-LPS injections combined
with hypobarism under three different gas mixtures

Reading times (hra.)
Experiment Gas mixture

20 26 44 50

6 50% 02 -50% N2  < .01 < .01 < .01 < .01

10 70% 0,-80% N, <.01 <.01 NS NS

15 100%902 <.01 < .01 <.01 NS

Expwlments were conducted at 27.000 ft. simulated altitude. All three experimental groups received
48-hour aeclimatization to altitude, were injected at altitude, and remained at Altitude. Probabilities are

based on baseline for experiment 4.

WS = Not Statistically significant.

Table III shows the significant differences in death when compared to 70%o oxyge. (180 mm.
probability levels at the various recording Hg partial pressure) or 100% oxygen.
times. As indicated, the smallest number of
deaths out of two groups of 20 mice each and Question 5. Does simulated altitude for 48
the greatest inhibition of death rate was at hours at 100% oxygen have any effect on the
50% oxygen-50% nitrogen. Note that when s ati00% of ie he any effeco m-
considering mixed atmospheres at 27,000 ft. bination?
(268 mm. Hg), the gaseous environment with
the lowest partial pressure of oxygen (50%
oxygen, 129 mm. Hg) at 50 hours' exposure Data from experiments 1, 2, 8, and 4
showed the greatest protection from toxin (ground control) are plotted in figure 4 for
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40 EXP 1', ItNJECTED O iR.POST-AXT. (EXP. II
P 2-AIJCTED4M. POST-ALT (NVA 3)

5 XP 41 iCN &24T M .POST-ALT..(.2)

In30- 
.aIUND CON4TROL (EXP 4)

20-

10-

B

0 20 25 44 50
HOURS AFTER LAST INJECTION

FIGURE 4

Number of death. vs. hours after LPS injection for mice exposed to SEB and
LPS toxins plus simulated altitude of 27,000 ft. at 100% 02. See also table IV.

TABLE IV

Probability levels for effect of hypobarism on mice mortality from
SEB-LPS injections

Reading time (hrs.)
Experiment Time of SEB injection 20 25 44 50

1 Immed. postaltitude NS NS <.01 <.05

2 24 hr. postaltitude <.01 NS NS NS

8 48 hr. postaltitude NS NS <.01 <.05

Experiments were conducted at 27.000 ft. simulated altitude, 100% oxygen. All experimental animals
received 48-hr. aeclimatization to altitude, were injected at ground level, and remained at ground level
following injections. Probabilities are based on baseline for experiment 4.

NS = Not statistically significant.

comparison. Statistical significances are tab- curve for the ground control group. When the
ulated separately in table IV. Increases in animals remained at altitude after injection,
mortality over ground controls were apparent the mortality curves were less steep (cf.
for mice injected with toxins immediately figs. 1-3).
after, or 48 hours after, simulated altitude,
and accelerated deaths were observed for Question 6. Do SEB and LPS show a syner-
animals injected 24 hours after returning from gistic action in mice acclimatized at 100o
decreased pressure. It should be noted also that oxygen for 48 hours and remaining at altitude
these mortality curves are all steeper than the after toxin injections?

7



40-

EXP 4), INJEI'TED AT 6,L.
35- EXP 5F REMAINED AT .L.

EXP5I INJECTED AT ALT .. GROJNO CONTL(EXP 4)
30- EXP 17/ REMAINEO AT ALT. , SES + LPS

x 25-
I-

0 20 48 R. ACCL. (EXP. 15)
0~SED + LPS

it GROUNO CONTF•OL (EXP 5)
15-~ NACL* LPS15- 48 HM. ACCL. (EXP 17)

0 /•
Z NACL + LPS

10

0 20 25 44 50
HOURS AFTER LAST INJECTION

FIGURE 5

Number of deaths vs. hours after LPS injection for mice exposed to SEB and
LPS, or saline and LPS, plus simulated altitude of 27,000 ft. at 100% 02.

As shown in figure 5, the SEB-LPS corn- and the animals remained at altitude after
bination acts synergistically at ground level toxin exposure. The mortality rate of the
(exp. 4 vs. exp. 5) ; however, when acclimatized SEB-LPS combination was greater than that
to altitude, the susceptibility of the animals to for either toxin alone (P < .01).
the SEB and LPS injections decreases. The
results for the two toxins are not significantly Marked significance in mortality (P < .01)
different from those for one toxin (exp. 15 vs. was seen for experiments with saline followed
exp. 17). No deaths resulted in groups in- by LPS treatment as between experiments with
jected with SEB followed by saline, or two 48-hour acclimatization at 100% oxygen
injections of saline only; therefore, these re- (exp. 17) and those with 50% oxygen-50%
sults were not plotted, nitrogen (exp. 7) at both the 44-hour and

50-hour reading times. At the 50% oxygen
The question of synergism of SEB-LPS at concentration, the mortality was considerably

70% oxygen-30% nitrogen was also explored less. The difference between 50% and 70%
in animals that were not acclimatized (exps. 19, oxygen conditions was not statistically
20, and 21) and that remained at altitude significant.
(fig. 6). Under this environment, the death SEE followed by saline was not lethal at
curve for mice given both SEB and LPS before ground level. Among experiments with the
altitude (exp. 19) was not significantly dif- three gas compositions, the mortality was zero
ferent from that of the ground controls at all of the recording times when SEE fol-
(exp. 4). Both of these curves, however, were lowed by saline was considered.
significantly different (P < .01) at the 44-hour
and 50-hour observation times from groups in- IV. DISCUSSION
jected with only one toxin (exps. 20 and 21).

There are two general questions that thes&
In experiments 6 to 9, the gas mixture was data may answer: (1) Do hypobaric conditions

50% oxygen-50O% nitrogen, the animals were with associated gaseous environments alter the
acclimatized for 48 hours prior to injection, susceptibility of mice to SEE and LPS, alone

8



INJECTED AT G.L.0 XP 4 REMAINED AT G.L.

SEB AT G.L.
EXP 19 LPS AT ALT.

35- REMAINED AT ALT.

NACL AT G.L. NCON11U(EXP4)

30- EXP 20 LPS AT ALT. _,,0, W
REMAINED AT ALT.

•F- 25- SES AT G.L. SEB +~B' LIPS (EXP 19)

SEXP 21 NACL AT ALT. "
<[ REMAINEO AT ALT.

2420
I.-
0
6 15-

5- NACL+ LIPS (EXP. 20)

SEa.NACL CEXP. 21)

0 20 25 44 50
HOURS AFTER LAST INJECTION

FIGURE 6

Number of deaths vs. hours after LPS injection for mice exposed to SEB, LPS,

or SEB plus LPS at a simulated altitude of 27,000 ft., 70% 02-30% N 2 . These
mice were not acclimatized.

or in combination? (2) What hypobaric en- environment during hypobaric exposure.
vironments would appear to be most stressing These exchanges logically occur at certain
when susceptibility to these toxins is used as times and either inhibit or enhance the direct
the biologic indicator? or indirect effects of the injected toxins.

A comparison of figures 1 to 6 shows that A direct association exists between stress
hypobaric environments do decrease the and the stimulation of adrenal cortical activity
susceptibility of mice to the SEB-LPS injec- in animals (7, 8). Furthermore, a positive
tions. In experiments in which the mice correlation has been reported between stress
remained at altitude after the injections, de- and resistance to foreign substances (9-11).
creased susceptibility was observed. This was Undoubtedly, the actual situation in hypobaric
generally true whether the animals were ac- environments is considerably more complex
climatized or not, and regardless of the gaseous than an increase in steroid levels since neither
composition. There would seem to be a com- three injections of hydrocortisone nor three
mon stress effect produced by hypobarism. injections of corticosterone at two concentra-
Superimposed upon this may be other in vivo tions on three successive days decreased the
quantitative or qualitative biochemical changes susceptibility of mice to the SEB-LPS com-
induced by the gaseous composition. Simulated bination (12).
altitude and the changed composition of the
respiratory air are stresses in the sense that From these facts, the changes in suscep-
they require adjustments by the animal to tibility of mice to the lethal action of the
survive. It is apparent that in several com- SEB-LPS toxins would seem to be a measure
parisons statistically significant differences of the severity of stress. For example, altitude
between conditions were observed only at cer- chamber conditions that were the most stress-
tain times. There are numerous dynamic ing provoked the greatest resistance to the
changes and interchanges taking place among toxins. On this basis, remaining at altitude-
the metabolic processes and the gas-cellular whether acclimatized for 48 hours or 7 days--
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is a strewsing situation for mice. Especially and concurrent flight atmospheres, higher
stressing is hypobarism combined with 50% doses of these fever- and emesis-inducing
oxygen-50% nitrogen. bacterial toxins are probably required to pro-

duce an incapacitating effect. When such ef-
Applying these results to flying personnel, feet is manifested, larger than usual doses of

these data indicate that during hypobarism therapeutic drugs should be considered.
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